UN Climate Action Summit: How many countries will step up on the world stage Monday?

UN climate summit: Push for greenhouse gas reductions

Greta Thunberg had one question at the U.N. climate summit: ‘How dare you?’
At U.N. Climate Session
USA TODAY

Climate strike: Students protest in San Francisco, Chicago, New York

The Guardian

‘Climate apartheid’: UN expert says human rights may not survive

Vox

Climate reports: 10 ways to accelerate progress against climate change

Greta Thunberg speech: Read the powerful climate change message to the UN - ‘Wake up’

Cutting climate pollution isn't enough — we also need carbon removal | TheHill
If world leaders choose to fail us, my generation will never forgive them.

The U.N. Climate Summit starts today. Here’s what it can — and can’t — achieve.

African nations are among those most vulnerable to climate change. A new survey suggests they are also the least prepared.

’How dare you’: Greta Thunberg tears into world leaders over inaction at U.N. climate summit

The United Nations General Assembly: Live updates

An apology to our children

World Leaders Gather in New York as Global Climate Protests Grow.

How do we fund the climate transition? Simple: by putting a price on carbon.
Climate Summit Opens; Teenage Activist Attacks ‘Business as Usual’

In New York, global climate protesters plead for action

UN only allowing countries with 'positive steps' to speak at climate summit

Teen activist Greta Thunberg and 15 other children file complaint against 5 countries over climate crisis

Bill Peduto in NYC to represent U.S. mayors at U.N. climate summit
May or Bill Peduto is in New York City Monday for the annual United Nations Climate Action Summit. Mr. Peduto is scheduled to participate on three panel...
The U.N. Climate Summit convenes in the U.S. We're in New York to measure the world's resolve to halt climate change.

Top climate scientists issued a report on Sunday showing that over the last several years, sea level rise, planetary warming, shrinking ice sheets and carbon ...

WATCH: Greta Thunberg's full speech to world leaders at UN Climate Action Summit
We've just had the hottest 5 years on record: UN Science group says time to face reality on climate

Climate SOS: 5-year period ending 2019 to be hottest on record

Climate change solutions based on nature

Africa to seek declaration of global climate emergency at UN summit

World Leaders Gather for Climate Discussions at UN
UN set to convene summit on 'climate emergency' in New York

Trump unexpectedly turned up at the U.N. climate summit. He only stayed for 10 minutes.

“This Is Our Time. This Is Our Future.” Voices from the Historic Youth Climate Strike in NYC

Thunberg: 'If you choose to fail us we will never forgive you'

Watch back: UN hosts climate change summit

'This Is All Wrong,' Greta Thunberg Tells World Leaders At U.N. Climate Session

4 Million Take to the Streets for Global Climate Strike
Greta Thunberg: You have stolen my childhood with your empty words

‘You have stolen my dreams with your empty words’: Greta Thunberg’s moving plea at UN Climate Summit

Los Angeles Times

Here’s how 6 countries are stepping up to meet the Paris climate goals

euronews.

Climate change targets need to be ‘five times more ambitious’, say scientists
5 ways to reduce your travel footprint

'Moment of truth' at key UN climate summit

PM Modi climate change speech highlights: Time to talk is over, world needs to act now

WATCH: Global leaders address climate crisis at UN summit
Why Greta Wins

World Leaders Are Gathering for a UN Climate Summit Today

Five things to look out for at the UN General Assembly
Landmark United in Science report informs Climate Action Summit

Greta Thunberg gives Trump a powerful glare as he walks past her at the UN Climate Summit

Reykjavík Strikes Back: Iceland And The Climate Strike

Climate report highlights how far off track we are from Paris goals
U.N. Summit Opens With Dire Warnings on Climate Change

Here's What You Need to Know About This Week's United Nations General Assembly

It's Kids vs. the World in a Landmark Climate Complaint
4 Million Attend Biggest Climate Protest in History, Organizers Declare 'We're Not Through'

'People are dying': Teen activist urges new climate action at UN

UN Report Warns That Five Year Period Ending in 2019 Is Hottest on Record

How dare you, Greta Thunberg thunders at world leaders at United Nations
A visibly angry Greta Thunberg berated world leaders as she addressed a UN climate summit on Monday, accusing them of betraying her generation by failing...

Sixteen-year-old Swedish climate change activist Greta Thunberg lives in the healthiest, wealthiest, and safest era that humans have ever known.

Greta Thunberg to UN: We young people are unstoppable

THE TIMES OF INDIA

Trump makes unscheduled appearance at UN climate summit, listens to PM Modi, Angela Merkel
Climate Summit Draws Leaders From Around The World

'Moment of truth' at key UN climate summit

Voices for the Future urges climate action at UN

Trump makes quick stop at UN climate event | TheHill
Greta Thunberg to climate-focused UN: ‘You have stolen my childhood... with empty words’

Bloomberg

Trump Unexpectedly Shows Up at UN Climate Summit After Criticism

Forbes

Greta Thunberg And 15 Young People Target These 5 Countries To Fight Climate Change

What to Watch in the World, Week of September 23 | Best Countries

16-Year-Old Activist Greta Thunberg Just Tore Apart Greedy Politicians During Her United Nations Speech
Watch: Greta Thunberg Stares Silently As President Trump Walks In The Room

Teenager Thunberg angrily tells U.N. climate summit 'you have stolen my dreams'

66 countries vow carbon neutrality by 2050 – UN

Greta Thunberg tells world leaders at UN: ‘You have stolen my dreams and childhood’
Climate Summit: Can UN Push Nations to Act More, Talk Less?

Climate change star Greta Thunberg gives Donald Trump filthy look at UN summit

"How Dare You?": 16-Year-Old Greta Thunberg Thunders At UN Climate Summit

Maine Vows to Be Carbon Neutral by 2045: Climate Week Update

Conservatives Are Melting Down Faster Than Our Planet Over Greta and the Climate Teens
On Friday, students around the world and concerned citizens from all walks of life took to the streets to demand specific policies in hopes of averting climate change.

Countries promise more aggressive action at U.N. climate summit, but is it enough?

UN climate summit: leaders gather ahead of New York meeting

Greta Thunberg gives tearful speech at UN Climate Action Summit

Greta Thunberg speech, Donald Trump stare: UN Climate Action summit 2019

Angry Greta Thunberg tells global leaders she 'will never forgive' them for failing on climate change
Climate experts say they hear talk at UN but not much action

'Absolute madness': Pundits react to Swedish teen's impassioned climate speech

Greta Thunberg And 15 Young People Target These 5 Countries To Fight Climate Change

‘We want to show them we are serious’: 16 youth activists file suit against major nations for failing to act on climate crisis

Greta Thunberg Delivers Furious Climate-Change Speech at U.N. Climate Action Summit

Teen Climate Activist Greta Thunberg Held Back by Security as Trump Arrives at UN
Climate change is a human-induced phenomenon, Buhari says at UNGA

UN General Assembly poses tricky security challenge as world's leaders descend on New York

Why Greta Makes Adults Uncomfortable
Macron: Politicians cannot ‘remain deaf’ to climate crisis

Young climate activists accuse world leaders of violating child rights through inaction

Angry Greta Thunberg tells global leaders she ‘will never forgive’ them for failing on climate change

To Stop the Worst Effects of the Climate Crisis, Report Says ‘The Level of Ambition Needs to be Tripled’—At Minimum
Greta Thunberg and 15 other young activists sue carbon-polluting countries over climate crisis

66 world leaders pledge action on climate at U.N.

Tearful Greta Thunberg slams world leaders for ‘stealing her dreams and childhood’ in furious UN Climate Sum

Greta Thunberg: 'Leaders failed us on climate change'

'How dare you?' Sweden's Greta Thunberg thunders at UN and world leaders on climate change

Greta Thunberg & Allies File Climate Complaint Against 5 Countries (Not China)
16-Year-Old Greta Thunberg Staring Down Donald Trump at UNGA Ignites Twitter: 'We Are All Greta'

Greta Thunberg gives Trump a powerful glare as he walks past her at the UN Climate Summit

Trolls' Attacks on Greta Thunberg's Appearance Are Sadly Predictable

Greta Thunberg Tells the U.N. "You Have Stolen My Dreams and My Childhood"

Teen Climate Activist Thunberg Scolds Leaders for Inaction

Greta Thunberg attacks world leaders for failing her generation as she files lawsuit at United Nations
Greta Thunberg and 15 other children filed a complaint against five countries over the climate crisis

World leaders gather for climate summit at UN headquarters

Climate change star Greta Thunberg gives Donald Trump filthy look at UN summit

'How Dare You!': Watch Greta Thunberg's Full Heart-Wrenching UN Climate Speech

The climate change protesters shutting down DC's streets want change without substance

An apology to our children

EGEB: UN Climate Action Summit — and Trump showed up; global e-buses will triple by 2025, more
The UN Climate Action Summit takes place today, includes fossil-fuel supporters; countries need to triple emissions targets to limit 2°C global rise, more.

Greta Thunberg Delivered A Powerful Speech Then Shot Trump A Death Stare At The UN Climate Summit

Teen activist Greta Thunberg and 15 other children file complaint against 5 countries over climate crisis

Climate activist Greta Thunberg just gave Trump a fiery staredown at the U.N.

16-Year-Old Activist Greta Thunberg Just Tore Apart Greedy Politicians During Her United Nations Speech

'People are dying': Teen activist urges new climate action at UN

Pope Francis sends video message to UN Climate Action Summit

Greta Thunberg Rips World Leaders at the U.N. Over Climate Change

Greta Thunberg to UN: 'You've stolen my childhood with your empty words'
Thunberg: 'If you choose to fail us we will never forgive you'

Buttigieg knocks Trump's quick exit from UN climate event: 'This is what the end of American global leadership looks like' | TheHill

Make Earth carbon neutral by 2050, UN chief urges at summit

Sixty-six UN participants pledge ambitious climate goals, as 30 vow to be carbon neutral by midcentury
'Deficit of trust': At United Nations, leaders of a warming world set to gather

Climate strike: Protest is in Kiwis DNA and the climate needs us to take action

"How Dare You?: 16-Year-Old Greta Thunberg Thunders At UN Climate Summit

WATCH: ‘You have stolen my childhood,’ climate activist Greta Thunberg tells world leaders

'How dare you': Greta Thunberg’s tearful speech to leaders at UN - video

Is carbon tax the answer to Canada’s climate-change woes?
WATCH: Greta Thunberg's full speech to world leaders at UN Climate Action Summit
Greta Thunberg, 15 other children file complaint saying world leaders not acting on climate change | TheHill

At United Nations, leaders make promises to combat climate change

Greta Thunberg tells world leaders 'you are failing us', as nations announce fresh climate action

‘You have stolen my childhood’: Greta Thunberg slams world leaders at UN climate summit

‘How Dare You?’ Greta Thunberg Asks World Leaders at UN for Failing to Tackle Climate Change
UN Climate Summit: Greta Thunberg’s emotional remarks over climate crisis

‘How dare you’: 16-year-old chides world leaders on lack of action on climate change

UN chief urges action to make Earth carbon neutral by 2050

Greta Thunberg in emotional plea as she wails ‘you’ve STOLEN my childhood, how dare you!’

'This Is All Wrong,' Greta Thunberg Tells World Leaders At U.N. Climate Session

Listen to Greta Thunberg's Searing Testimony to the United Nations

Greta Thunberg blasts 'empty words' at UN Climate Summit

Greta Thunberg Calls Out World Leaders at United Nations: 'You Are Failing Us'

Cutting climate pollution isn't enough — we also need carbon removal | TheHill

Climate summit: You have stolen my childhood, Greta Thunberg tells world leaders

Greta Thunberg tells UN climate summit: 'You stole my childhood'

'How Dare You!': Greta Thunberg Rages at 'Fairytales of Eternal Economic Growth' at UN Climate Summit

The Latest: Trump makes unscheduled stop at climate summit
Climate activist Greta Thunberg tells off world leaders

WATCH: Greta Thunberg at the Opening of the Climate Action Summit 2019

Greta Thunberg blasts world leaders in emotional speech at U.N. climate summit: 'How dare you'

UN Summit: PM Modi talks about India's climate change action plan
Trump makes quick stop at UN climate event | TheHill

Greta Thunberg: 'Leaders failed us on climate change'

Trump sits in at UN climate summit that could be 'slingshot' toward global goals
16 Young People File UN Human Rights Complaint on Climate Change

French President Macron addresses UN climate summit

Elon Musk: Greta Thunberg Has 'Better Reasoning & More Heart' than Political Leaders
“Our House Is on Fire”: Greta Thunberg Addresses Hundreds of Thousands at NYC Climate Strike

4 Million Take to the Streets for Global Climate Strike

UN climate summit: 'A moment of truth'

At U.N. Climate Summit, a Call for Action Yields Few Commitments
Watch back: UN hosts climate change summit

What's not expected at the upcoming climate change summit

As youth anger rises, world leaders promise action at U.N. summit
World Leaders Are Gathering for a UN Climate Summit Today

UN only allowing countries with 'positive steps' to speak at climate summit

Sixty-six countries vow carbon neutrality by 2050: UN
World Leaders Gather in New York as Global Climate Protests Grow

66 countries vow carbon neutrality by 2050 – UN

PM Among First Set Of Speakers At UN Climate Summit

Leaders Detail Efforts on Climate, But Get Earful From Young Activist
4 Million Attend Biggest Climate Protest in History, Organizers Declare 'We're Not Through'

U.N. Summit Opens With Dire Warnings on Climate Change

World Leaders Attend Meeting on Amazon Rainforest as Part of UN Climate Action Summit - Video
Lesson of the Day: ‘Protesting Climate Change, Young People Take to Streets in a Global Strike’

Climate strikers need to grow up

Elon Musk is a big fan of climate activist Greta Thunberg
One down, one to go

Here's how 6 countries are stepping up to meet the Paris climate goals

Climate change solutions based on nature
Hanes: Winds of change are palpable ahead of Montreal climate march

The U.N. Climate Summit starts today. Here’s what it can — and can’t — achieve.

UN Climate Summit: Only leaders who promise bold action are likely to speak
Five things to look out for at the UN General Assembly

World leaders feel the heat at UN climate summit

Climate Summit Draws Leaders From Around The World

Book industry joins global climate strike
UK publishers, book sellers and literary agents were among the millions around the world who took part in last week’s climate strike, demanding urgent action on...
As the UN hosts Climate Action Summit 2019 in New York on Monday, Prime Minister Narendra Modi will address the summit on Monday at ...
Voices for the Future urges climate action at UN

UN climate summit diary, day #1: 'Big announcement' expected

Watch | Global Climate Strike: What happened around the world on September 20
On September 20, 2019, the world stood up and took notice of the millions of people across the world taking to the streets for the Global Climate Strike. The signs...

UN secretary general hails 'turning point' in climate crisis fight

U.N. Climate Summit: What Action Will The World Take On Climate Change?

Greta Thunberg to UN: We young people are unstoppable

Damning UN climate report lays bare our global emergency
Climate SOS: 5-year period ending 2019 to be hottest on record

A damning new UN report published on Sunday warned the world was falling badly behind in the race to avert climate disaster as a result of runaway warming, with the five-year period ending 2019 set to be hottest on record.

Countries must triple climate emission cut targets to limit global heating to 2°C
'Deficit of trust': At UN, leaders of a warming world gather

UN Climate Action Summit: How many countries will step up on the world stage Monday?

Trump says skipping UN climate summit isn't meant as snub

India rightly links scope for climate action to rich nations meeting funding pledge

Africa to seek declaration of global climate emergency at UN summit

More than 90 heads of state descending on NYC

'Deficit of trust': At UN, leaders of a warming world gather
World leaders feel the heat in upcoming climate summit

The nationalist hindrance to climate actions

Big firms commit to cut emissions ahead of UN climate summit

Big companies commit to slash emissions ahead of UN climate summit

Five-year period ending 2019 set to be hottest on record

Climate change: Scientists warn of 'glaring and growing gap between targets and reality'
Youth Climate Summit: Pressure in halls of power

'An Obligation to Make Radical Change': At Youth Climate Summit, Young Leaders Say Merely Listening to Science Is Not Enough

Greta Thunberg speech: Read the powerful climate change message to the UN - 'Wake up'
World Meteorological Organization releases new global warming report

Earth may be in its hottest five-year period ever recorded

The UN is on a collision course with democracy
Youth leaders at UN demand bold climate change action

Climate change marches: We meet the kids who have messages for world leaders

From the streets to the summit: young climate leaders mobilize at UN

Young climate activists seek step up from streets to political table

#ActonClimate